Measurement errors occurring during inspection of manufactured parts force producers to replace specification limits by slightly more strict test limits. Here accurate test limits are presented which maximize the yield while limiting the fraction of defectives reaching the consumer.
I. Introduction
In the inspection approach, manufactured products are measured and checked against a given specification limit s. This occurs e.g. on a regular basis in large-scale production processes, such as the fabrication of integrated circuits in semiconductor industry. Let X be the true value of the characteristic measured and suppose that a product is considered defective if X > s. However, due to a measurement error U, we observe 37= X + U, rather than X. To help to prevent products from passing while they are in fact defective, acceptation is reserved to those cases where )? < t, in which the test limit t is slightly smaller than s, e.g. t = 0.9s or t = s -3au, where av is the standard deviation of U.
A criterion to judge the performance of a proposed t can be based on the consumer loss CL = P(X > s, k < t). This notion occurs e.g. in Grubbs and Coon (1954) , Mullenix (1990) and Easterling et al. (1991) . We then require that CL~<?,
for some prescribed bound 7. (Typically, 7 lies between 1 and 100 parts per million (ppm).) Under (1) it is optimal to select t such that in fact CL equals 7. This largest allowable t clearly maximizes the yield YD =P()? < t) of the process. As a gain of some tenths of a percent is already considered worthwhile in practice, the correct selection of t is quite vital. Albers et al. (1994a, b) have demonstrated how such accurate test limits can be found.
This approach can be extended to cover the case of correlated measurements. Quite often it is attractive in practice to measure instead some highly correlated characteristic, as this is easier and/or cheaper. Hence, the role of the direct measurement A" is played by some correlated measurement Y. The product is now accepted if Y< t, and CL and YD become P (X > s,Y< t) and P(Y< t), respectively. In Albers et al. (1995a) this extension is realized, still using CL as the criterion of interest.
However, a new aspect enters the picture in this case. Since P(X < s) does not depend on t, CL and CL/P(X < s) are equivalent criteria for choosing t. The measurement error U is small and therefore P(X < t)/ P(X < s) is close to 1 and hence CL/P(X < s) is almost equal to CL/P(X < t) = P(X > siX< t) = CR,
the consumer risk. Consequently, it does not make too much a difference whether we select the consumer loss or the consumer risk as a criterion in this case. Criterion (2) occurs e.g. in Owen et al. (1975) , Easterling et al. (1991) and in Mullenix (1990) , where it is called the consumer jeopardy CJ. But in the correlation approach, P(Y < t)/P(X < s) may really depend on t, implying that the criteria CL and CR are different tools. I CL gives CR 3?. This shows that test If e.g. YD = 0.85, CL = ,' then CR = 1.187, while YD = 5, = 7 = limits may be the same w.r.t. CL, but different w.r.t. CR. That both criteria are different here is due to the possible lower (but still high) correlation between Y and X than the correlation between ,~ and X. Due to the small measurement error the latter is always very high.
In view of the above, the present paper is devoted to the derivation of accurate test limits based on CR rather than on CL. Therefore (if not specified otherwise), from now on 7 will refer to the prescribed bound on CR. As this closely parallels the earlier work, we shall refer to it as much as possible and be quite brief. We concentrate on listing the results and stressing those aspects which are new. The starting point in Section 2 is the case of known parameters. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the more realistic case where A parameters are estimated. Then stochastic test limits result, leading to a stochastic CR as well. Unbiased test limits are the topic of Section 3, whereas Section 4 is devoted to test limits which control the exceedance probability of CR in relation to ),. A numerical example from semiconductor industry is presented in Section 5.
Case of known parameters
We assume that X, the true value of the characteristic inspected, and Y, the correlated measurement, have a bivariate normal distribution: X, Y--~ N (~x,#r, aZx,a~,p) , with p large. Hence, Y can be expressed as Y=~+flX+Z,
where ~ = PY -flPx, [3 = par/ax, Z ~ N(0,a 2) with a,~ = a~ -f12a2 x and X and Z independent. Note that two sources of variation are represented by a single term Z in (3). In the first place, the fact that X and the correlated characteristic have no perfect linear relation leads to some residual variance. Moreover, just as )? = X + U contains a measurement error, there can be imprecision in the measurement of the correlated characteristic. At the end of Section 4 we shall revisit this point. Without loss of generality we let /3>0. As
with a = az/(flax), the fact that p is large implies that this a is small. Introduce the following notation:
az ax ax az then it follows for t = ~ + fls -aaz that
in which q~ and ~b are the standard normal distribution function and density, respectively. Likewise, we obtain that YD = P(Y< t) = 4~(p(g-ae)).
Using (6) and (7), it is not difficult to evaluate numerically the exact a that solves CR = CL/YD = 7.
However, such numerically obtained values will tum out to be of very limited use once we turn to the realistic case where parameters need to be estimated. In that case one uses test limits based on observations, leading to a stochastic consumer risk. Defining the expected loss, for instance, as the absolute value of the difference between the expected consumer risk and 7, there is as a rule no test limit minimizing the expected loss uniformly over the parameter space. The same phenomenon is encountered in standard estimation theory. A way out is to correct the objective function by additional requirements, thus restricting attention to a subclass of test limits (like unbiasedness in the problem of minimizing expected quadratic loss in the estimation theory); cf. also Weerahandi (1987) . However, on the one hand, there seems to be no natural restriction in this context and on the other hand restrictions may often lead to inferior procedures, cf. e.g. Table 3 in Albers et al. (1994a) . Therefore, our aim is to find a test limit, which minimizes the expected loss up to high-order and with great precision. Hence, we shall derive approximations to the exact a which are simple and explicit, as well as accurate.
As a is small, both (6) and (7) can be expanded in powers of a and this enables us to approximate the solution of (8). For example, a first-order approximation al can be obtained by merely using the leading ~( terms in (6) and (7). From (6) we obtain that CL=adp ( 
where 9~ -I is the inverse of gl(a) = 49(a)-a{l -O(a)}. Typical values of al lie in (0,3). Let CRI he the CR resulting from using t = ~ + fls -alaz, then it is not difficult to show, using methods similar to those applied by Albers et al. (1994a, b) for CL, that, for 0 < ala~g,
For more details we refer, at this point as well as in the sequel, to the accompanying technical report by Albers et al. (1995h) . Here we restrict attention to some remarks. In the first place the assumption a~a~g This seems only natural, as otherwise in the case of in view of (7) is meant to ensure that at least YD>~ 3" a two-sided specification interval [-g,g] we would wind up with no accepted products. Next note that the leading term in (6) is in fact an upper bound. Hence, using g(l('¢/{a~(g)}) guarantees that the corresponding consumer loss CL~ satisfies CL~ ~<7. For CRy, this simplicity is lost, as the leading term O(g) of the YD in (7) and (8) is an upper bound as well. A last remark we want to make is that for small a and moderate al and g, the relative error bounds in (10) are reasonably small for many practical purposes. Nevertheless, in general improvement is certainly called for.
Using a second-rather than a first-order expansion in (6) and approximating (YD) -1 by (~(g))-i (1 + {~(g)-~(p(g-ala))}/~(g)) rather than by (~(g))-l, the following second-order approximation a2 can be found:
where k = ~b/(1 -4~). Note that a2 is obtained from al by adding two correction terms of order a. The first of these is negative and stems from the numerator CL in (8). With this correction CL is approximated strikingly well. The second correction comes from the denominator YD in (8) and works in the opposite direction. It can be shown that CR2 corresponding to a2 satisfies
It turns out that CR2 is very accurate for small a, and still accurate for moderate a. But, as we argued in the introduction, the fact that we work with cheaper correlated measurements, will sometimes entail that we accept a rather low YD. In fact, this was precisely the reason for moving from CL to the possibly more appropriate CR in this case. However, as is evident from (7), a low YD corresponds to a larger a. Consequently, in this type of application, it will be necessary to accomodate larger values of a than in previous work. Then even an error of C(a 2) (cf. (12)) may still be too inaccurate. For this reason we here also present a third-order approximation a3 such that the corresponding CR3 improves (12) to (CR3-7)//7 = (-9(o'3). One can show that a3 = a2 + 62 with
in which 61 = a2 -al (cf. (11)). For a e.g. larger than 0.30, the third-order approximation is recommended; for a at most 0.10, the second-order approximation will certainly do.
Removing estimation bias
Typically, before the results from the previous section can be applied in practice, the unknown parameters a, fl, #x, ax 2 and aft need to be estimated. We assume an observation scheme (Xij, Yi), i = 1 ..... n, j = 1,2, where
are repeated measurements on )( = X + U. This repetition allows estimation of the additional parameter a~ through :~ = }7 _/~Px, 8z 2 = Syr -/~2ex2.
If the expressions for 62 or 6 ff in (16) happen to be negative, some modifications, like 62 = 0, should be made (cf. Fuller, 1987, p. 15 ). As such negative values occur with exponentially small probability, this phenomenon does not affect our asymptotics in any way and we shall ignore it in the sequel. Together with (4), (5) and (9), (16) leads to an estimated version dl of 61, from which 62 and d3 follow in their turn through (11) and (13). Denote the consumer risk corresponding to the test limit ~t + fls-djrz by CRj, j = 1,2,3. However, this simple plug-in approach is only reliable for very large n. For moderate sample sizes, (CR i -7)/? shows a large bias and a wide variability and modifications are required.
Note that at this point it becomes clear why exact numerical solutions are of little use. As these solutions are implicit and of complicated structure, it is not at all clear how to derive modifications in this situation. For our approximations, being simple and explicit, matters are different, however.
To begin with, note that replacement of tg by ij implies that a = aj in (6)- (8) is replaced not by ~i itself, but by
The d we are looking for will be of the form h dj+~, where 6 c(~,~,f~x, ~2 -2 = = a x, ~r~ ) is a -typically smallcorrection term, and j = 2 or 3. Write C"R for the consumer risk corresponding to the test limit 0~ +/~s -~rz. It can be demonstrated that then
where "'--" denotes equality to the order considered, which here means that the error with respect to a is of order j + 1. Through application of the definition of d] and of (17), it follows that gl(al) in (18) can be expressed as a function m(~, r/, (), where Subsequently, the correction c can be chosen such that the desired correction in (18) is achieved. This process A closely resembles the one for CL, the only difference being the presence of the factors involving q~ in r/ in (19). Hence, we shall not go into any detail about this complicated evaluation and merely present the results.
A
In this section our purpose will be to remove the bias present in CRj. This involves the evaluation of the A first-and second-order (mixed) moments of (( -1), (y/-l) and (, from which ECRj -7 can be obtained to sufficient precision. Then c can be selected which precisely cancels this bias in (18), ensuring that the A A corresponding CR has ECR -7 =" 0. We obtain 
g~b(g) +s ~(-~)(k(al)-al)+
)( +sx ) (20)
in which ~c = [3au/~rz. Note that both a = az/(flax) (cf. (4)) and au/ax are supposed to be small and thus lead to lower-order terms. However, their ratio x = (au/ax)/a need not be small, and thus terms involving t£ 2 and ~4 have to be included in (20) . If flat, is indeed small compared to az, expression (20) simplifies 
Using this notation, the estimators defined in (16) continue to make sense and the only adaptation required is that dx 2 now becomes Sx.x. -Ad~./2. By tedious but straightforward computation it can be shown that for the present design the correction c from (20) 
Note that this final correction is negative, which reflects the fact that the replication of measurements on Y as well enables us to somewhat improve the precision of our measurement process.
Small exceedance probability
In the previous section we have realized unbiasedness to sufficient precision for practical purposes. However, A in view of the wide variability present in CR, for certain applications the following more strict criterion will be preferred: for some small e, > 0, A P(CR > 7) = ~.
The expansion of 91(al) = m(~,q,~) from (18) in powers of(~-l),(q-1) and ~ is now used to obtain the A asymptotic normal distribution of CRj. The correction in (18) this time is selected to shift this distribution such that (24) results to first-order. We obtain where u~. = ~-1 (1 -e,) . Again, the terms involving ck(g)/@(g) in (25) constitute the difference between this correction and the corresponding one for realizing P(CL > y) = c,.
Notice that the expression in (25) is of a larger order of magnitude than the one in (20), reflecting the fact that the bias of C~'Rj is of order n -~, but its standard deviation of order n -~/2. Hence, this type of correction requires much larger values of n. Otherwise, the decrease of the average CR, required to ensure (24), will be much too large. The simulations we present in Table 2 will therefore be based on a sample size n = 2000, rather than the n = 100 from Table 1 . Once more, it turns out that the corrected test limits work well: the 90% quantiles of the realized consumer losses are quite close to the prescribed ~' = 20 ppm for e, = 0.10. For larger a the third-order version again means a useful improvement over the second-order one. Note that even for an n as large as 2000, the average A decrease of CR is still substantial. A final remark is that we have also verified (cf. Albers et al., 1995b ) that the correction in (25) is still needed for n = 2000 to realize (24). For example, using the unbiased test limits from Section 3 leads to 90%-quantiles which are much too large.
A numerical example
In this section, we shall discuss an example from semiconductor industry, using the data made available by Philips Semiconductors Nijmegen. Through the methods derived in Section 3, we shall evaluate a test limit which controls the expected consumer risk. Consider two highly correlated characteristics of one of the products manufactured at the Nijmegen plant. The characteristics are #01645.2 and #01645.3, the measurements of which we will denote by ,~ and Y, respectively. Characteristic #01645.2 has to fall below a specification limit s = -45 and to control this characteristic test limits have to be set.
The situation at hand is the one discussed at the end of Section 3. Characteristic #01645.3 has to be inspected in its own right. Hence, observations Y for this purpose are available anyhow and we may try to use these to control characteristic #01645.2 as well, thus avoiding in future the measurement costs connected with )(. Available is a data set containing measurements of m = 551 items. Of 416 items, both characteristics have been measured once, while of the remaining n = 135 items two measurements for each characteristic have been obtained.
Using (15), (16), (21), (22) and the adaptations given at the end of Section 3, we can obtain estimates d~, /~x, 6x z , ~,/~, 67.2 and ~z w from the data set. First, we use these results to standardize s to s = (s-f~x)/dx = 1.20. Next, we obtain 6v/dx = 0.22 and d = 6z/(fldx) = 0.23. As s is not very large and 6 is not very small, we shall use the third-order test limit. For 7 = 20 ppm we find, using the characteristic itself, that a product should be accepted if ,~ < -46.90. For this case the estimated yield is 64.4%. Using the correlated characteristic leads to acceptance for Y < -51.56, with an estimated yield of 62.9%. Hence, using Y instead of,~ to control characteristic #01645.2 caused a loss of yield of only 1.5%. On the basis of these results, the producer can now decide which of the two is more profitable: accepting some loss of yield to save measurements costs, or using direct measurements )( after all.
